A theory of perception and attention that emphasizes the relational nature o{ perceptual invariants is developed within the context of auditory pattern research. The theory is divided into two parts. The first part, addresses world pattern structure; the second describes interaction of organisms with pattern structure. Tn the former, world patterns arc subjectively represented as nested relations within a multidimensional space defined by pilch, loudncss, and time. But dependency of these defining dimensions means that a pattern's lime scale determines the serial integrity of its pitch/loudness structure. Second, the theory proposes a time scale for living things that is manifest in graded perceptual rhythms. These rhythms can be synchronized to corresponding nested time zones within world pattern structure. Related assumptions about the deployment of physical energy across time zones and cognitive locations of perceptual rhythms lead to a simple, but general, attentional theory. Theoretical support, found in research with tone patterns, speech, and sequences of noise is died in a final section. Beyond this focal research, the theory offers a general framework for understanding diverse phenomena thai range from speech perception and aphasia to sleep, growth, and time eslimation.
THK PROBLKM OF SKKIAL OHDEU
A basic problem in understanding the perception of speech and other rapid auditory displays involves the retention of temporal order of sounds. This is the problem Lashley outlined in 1951 in his famous paper on serial order. It remains unsolved today. As Lashley indicated, the essential dilemma is created by the speed with which we assimilate and respond to events in time. That is, in speech, we can comprehend the order of basic speech sounds, phonemes, at rates approximating 30 phonemes/sec (Orr, Friedman, & Williams, 1965) . And while musical patterns are usually less rapid than speech, our response to order within these fast-moving multidimensional arrays is just as baffling. Tn fact, even when we consider relatively slow sound sequences that are neither musical nor spcechlikc, the problem of representation of serial structure persists, 323 How, for example, do we explain our ability to put together the rhythm of a train whistle, or the variations of a dog's recurrent barking, both of which are slower environmental sound sequences ?
In recent years, research directly addressed to the issue raised by Lashley has increased dramatically. Jn part, this is the result of a congenial framework for explorations of the issue. But at another level, this upsurge can be traced to the puzzling discrepancy between the accuracy with which people identify sounds in natural speech, in synthetic speech, and in isolation. For example, people can identify vowels as short as 30 msec in isolation, and further, they can rccogni/e the order of vowels as short as this in natural speech (as cited in Dorman, Cutting, & Raphael, 1975 ). Yet, people cannot correctly order repeating sequences of the same vowels in synthetic speech unless individual durations exceed 168 msec (Thomas, Hill, Carroll, & Garcia, 1970; Warren & Warren, 1970) . To add to the problem, with rapid sequences of nonspeech sounds, similar temporal-order confusions often occur, but sometimes at rates that suggest people cannot order sounds that are shorter than 700 msec (Warren, Obusek, Farmer, & Warren, 1969) . These facts suggest that detection of temporal order involves more than the mere recognition of individual sounds. Jt involves the sequence in which the sounds arc embedded. The crucial question is What is it about a sequence that facilitates perception of order?
Contemporary answers to this question often place greater emphasis upon psychological equipment required to retain order than upon an analysis of the actual structure of real-world sequences. Thus, we find motor-speech theorists arguing that a motor-speech decoder is responsible for ordering speech sounds, especially very brief sounds (Liberman, Cooper, Shankwciler, & Studdert-Kennedy, 1967) . '['he structure of speech sequences is assumed to be fundamentally different than that of other auditory patterns (e.g., music), thus justifying the need for at least two different perceptual systems. Other theories take a broader view. Many assume that, invariant auditory features exist somewhere in a sequence that corresponds to a perceptual unit. These features may be cognitively processed through several discrete stages beginning with a preperceptual auditory image, an auditory memory store, and finally, long-term memory (e.g., Cole & Scott, 1974; Crowdcr, 1972; Estes, 1972; Massaro, 1972) . Although some event ordering can be automatically packaged into the perceptual unit, other mechanisms must be proposed to account for retention of order between several perceptual units.
The present approach follows neither of these lines of thought. However, it shares with the latter approach the belief that speech perception requires no special perceptual system. In the present case, however, the reasons for this arise from a framework solidly tied to an analysis of the structure of temporal sequences. Temporal sequences are represented in terms of changes not only on auditory dimensions (e.g., pitch, loudness) but also on the time dimension. With the incorporation of time as a dimension of structure, it becomes parsimonious to represent speech as a subset of auditory patterns whose structure encompasses a wide range of temporal relations.
Neglect of pattern structure contributes to shortcomings in many contemporary theories. This can be seen in an analysis of research on temporal ordering in two important areas. The first involves the perception of order as a function of context in rapid auditory patterns; the second focuses upon the role of silences between serial events in resolving temporal order. Tn these areas, theories fall into two different categories with respect to an analysis of structure: (a) those which assume there exists some absolute type or amount of stimulus information, which if identified, will explain the ordering of events within and between the special stimulus unit, and (b) those which postulate a special time base that determines the frequency of serial-order confusions. In the former category arc those theories which seek a perceptual unit corresponding to invariant stimulus features (e.g., Aaronson, 1974; Cole & Scott, 1974; Massaro, 1972) and motor-speech theory. None of the theories in this category present a general definition of stimulus structure. In the latter category, Stroud's (1955) theory of quantized subjective time intervals also ignores the problem of defining stimulus information. Stroud argues that the subjective time unit within which information can bo processed is fixed (at roughly 100-msec intervals). The former theories emphasize the role of some absolute set of stimulus features at each processing stage that require given amounts of processing time. In the latter theories, time is a dimension of subjective structure, but its units are fixed and not related to other stimulus dimensions. Theories in each of these categories often account for important aspects of the serial-order problem, but their solutions typically have limited scope. Furthermore, there is room for alternative explanations of the same phenomena, as the next section illustrates.
Are There Absolute Perceptual Units?
Identification of the temporal order of phonemes depends upon the context provided by the natural speech stream. It is also true that context facilitates order retention in certain nonspeech sound sequences. If context lawfully determines serial confusions, then it is important to know how this occurs and what is implied about the nature of stimulus correlates of a perceptual unit.
In evaluating what is meant by context, it is useful to know that phonemes, built of fundamental frequencies and higher, more rapidly changing formant frequencies, typically lose certain characteristic steady-state features of formants when they are combined in a normal speech context, and this is truer of short consonants than of the longer vowel sounds (Liberman ct al., 1967) . This circumstance has led researchers to examine the nature of phonemes in the speech context, with the result that some claim phonemes are bound in serial order by virtue of larger perceptual speech units such as syllables (e.g., Cole & Scott, 1974; Massaro, 1972) . That is, at the level of syllables, something about the syllabic sequence provides the context that orders phonemes. Others argue that, especially with consonant features, the nature of the context matches articulatory response patterns for producing speech (e.g., Liberman et al., 1967) .
One aspect of the speech context which relates to serial confusions involves the way in which a phoneme cluster suppresses auditory streaming. Auditory streaming, 1 first reported by Miller and Heisc (1950) , refers to the phenomenal breakup of a series of rapid and contiguous sounds into two or more co-occurring subsequences, or streams. Listeners typically report that they hear the different individual sounds, but they cannot order them correctly. Recently, Dorman et al. (1975) used synthetic speech sequences to show that streaming was responsible for listeners confusing the order of four 120-msec vowels in certain repeating vowel sequences. The same vowels at durations of 30 msec, when embedded in consonant-vowelconsonant syllables, did not stream and so were accurately ordered by listeners. The critical aspect of the syllabic context which suppressed streaming and preserved order had to do with the nature of first-formant frequency changes between adjacent phonemes in the syllables. In syllables and in some vowel sequences, these frequency changes were relative!}' small with respect to time, and so the formant transitions possessed a smooth pattern contour, in contrast, streaming occurred in vowel sequences which possessed large and abrupt formant frequency changes with respect to time. Thus, the rate of change of certain formant frequencies contributes to the preservation of serial order in speech.
Fn general, research on auditory streaming indicates that it is more likely when (a) pattern presentation rate increases (Hregman & Dannenbring, 1973; Dorman et al., 1975; van Noorden, 1971) , (b) changes in pitch are abrupt rather than smooth (Brcgman & Dannenbring, 1973; Dorman et al., 1975) , and (c) a given pitch change is inconsistent with total pattern structure or contour (Pleise & Miller, 1951) .
To some extent, these effects can be explained by the argument that reduction in processing time for a given perceptual unit leads to confusions of serial order. But a final aspect of streaming is difficult for theories that maintain this view: When patterns stream, they fall apart lawfully. Depending upon pitch relations between tones within a sequence, listeners report hearing two (or more) simul-taneous subpatlerns; one is heard as a figure melody and the other as a background (Brcgman & Campbell, 1971; Dowling, 1973a) . Usually, subpatterns are formed on the basis of pitch relations, so that higher tones together form one subpattern and lower tones another. This means that. what, appears as inefficient, serial-order processing of the original sequence results from the segregating action of a psychological mechanism that is sensitive to event relationships. In fact, streaming seems to reflect, an attentional process that, we routinely use to automatically organize our auditory environment. Therefore, whether performance actually declines with streaming as rate increases is a matter of perspective: People get better at discriminating between subpatterns but worse at serially organizing the entire sequence.
Most current theories neglect a definition of auditory context in terms of pitch and time relationships. Yet, it is apparent that the magnitude of pitch change, A/>, relative to time change within a specified sequence of pitch relations is crucial in determining which pattern contexts will lose serial order via streaming and which will not. Perhaps it is because current approaches have neglected the definition of pattern structure in terms of these relationships that they fail to adequately cope with the range of findings surrounding auditor)' streaming.
fs Temporal Structure Absolute?
Streaming tends to occur with sounds that are very close together in time; as silences or steady states between adjacent sounds increase, confusions in temporal order decrease. Theories that assume listeners must, process a critical amount of information explain this by arguing that silences and steady states provide more uninterrupted processing time for a given perceptual unit. In fact, in speech, in which there are few long silences, some have argued that the plosives, or stop consonants, of very brief durations play a role parallel to silences that define syllable boundaries and can provide for processing time of the perceptual unit (Aaronson, 1974; Estes, 1972; Massaro, 1972) . But. processing must be extremely rapid and efficient for these brief pauses to provide enough additional time to complete processing the speech stream from the auditory level to the semantic level so that a listener can comprehend the running message. Stroud (1955) , however, has addressed subjective time structure. In his view, reducing silent durations increases confusions because it increases the chance of two or more sounds occurring within a given absolute time zone where order is assumed indiscriminablc.
Given that a silence does not break up a critical perceptual unit (e.g., the syllable), both approaches lead to the expectation that increasing the absolute amount, of dead time improves serial-order performance. Research with compressed speech has been interpreted as support for these ideas because shortening the duration of words is less likely to produce temporal-order confusions than reducing the time between words (Aaronson, 1974; Aaronson, Mackowitz, & Shapiro, 1971; Estes, 1972) .
However, work with both speech and nonspeech patterns suggests that placement of silent periods relative to each other and to changes in pitch and/or loudness is crucial in determining serial-order perception. Huggins (1964) , for example, found that if the rate of speech is speeded up, then the rate of alternation (between ears) of the message that creates the greatest difficulty must be increased proportionately. Martin (1972) , who has reviewed this and other research on speech rhythms, convincingly argues that the temporal pattern, or rhythm, of speech is changed when the duration of silent periods is altered. That, is, relations in time that obtain between the duration of a sound and the silence which follows it are disrupted when silences arc shortened.
This interpretation is also supported by work with the rhythmic structure of pure-tone patterns. If rhythm is conceived of as having to do with regular or invariant time periods between events within a sequence, then adding silent periods which disrupt this regularity should lead to poorer, not improved, performance. In fact, Handel (1973) has found just this. He varied the relative placement of pauses within binary auditory patterns. The addition of regularly spaced pauses did not improve pattern-identification performance relative to that in conditions with no additional pauses, contrary to the predictions of theories that assume absolute amount of processing time to be critical. But if the same pause durations were irregularly placed throughout the patterns, erroneous perceptions of pattern length and segmentation converged to lower the performance accuracy relative to that in other conditions. Furthermore, these results are typical of the traditional finding (e.g., Bower & Winzenz, 1969 ) that temporal segmentation somewhow determines a prior attentional process that paves the way for detecting other pattern relations.
In short, the structure of relations in time is important in determining people's expectancies about other serial relations. But most contemporary theories have little to say about temporal relations. Estes's (1972) theory is an exception, in that response timing is incorporated into his associative hierarchical model. But the timing aspects of that model are more effective in describing very rapid response outputs than they are in accommodating effects of rhythmic segmentation (see Jones, 1974 , for a discussion of this issue). Martin's theory (1972) is another and important exception; it will be discussed in more detail later in this paper.
Summary of the Issues
There is sufficient evidence at least to raise questions about the adequacy of some current concepts about retention of serial order. All of these current concepts paint a rather hollow picture of just what aspects of the environment play the crucial role in determining order confusions. This is largely the result of each of them failing, in one way or another, to take into account facts that suggest people detect and vise relations between events to structure their environment. That is, current approaches have tended to build theories on absolute features that relate either to the stimulus or to time or both. But the picture beginning to emerge is one that points not to absolutes, but to relatives. This is suggested in two ways: (a) The structure of a pitch pattern that is serially preserved depends on the arrangement and magnitude of pitch changes, not upon absolute pitch values. Similarly, the structure of a time pattern depends upon the placement of various durations relative to each other and not upon the absolute values of the time periods involved, (b) The relation between pitch change and time also appears to be important, as the streaming literature suggests. That is, there is a lawful relationship between the degree of physical change within a sound pattern and the durations of sounds changed such that as the magnitude of physical change increases relative to a constant time duration, auditory streaming will occur. In general, it appears that disruptions in the lawfulness of relationships of these several kinds lead to confusions in temporal order of the sounds involved.
Thus, we might ask, How can we represent the structure of our auditory world in terms of pitch and time relations that appear themselves to be interdependent? This is the subject of the next section of this paper: First, a theoretical representation of world structure is sketched, and then the interaction of organisms with moving world patterns is described. A final section of the paper presents evidence from diverse research with auditory sequences, including speech, to support the contention that the theory has potential for offering a general framework for perception, attention, and memory.
A TUKORY OF PERCEPTION, ATTENTION, AND MEM OK Y
The following development of a general theory of the human response to the auditory environment is divided into two parts. The first sketches representations of auditory world structure; the second proposes ways in which people interact with this world structure.
In general, this approach rests on the assumptions that world structure is built within the constraints of three dimensions of space and one of time and that humans lawfully reflect world structure. In particular, our auditory environment is assumed to be subjectively represented by pattern relations along dimensions of pitch, loudness, and time. And with the formal incorporation of time relations as part of world structure, changes along other dimensions are conceived as dependent upon changes within a time scale that is composed of hierarchically nested time zones. This will mean that pitch and/or loudness relations are proportional to corresponding temporal periods identifiable within serial patterns. This representation of world structure readily leads to a proposal concerning the way people interact with such a world. In the second part of this section, it is assumed that organisms arc basically rhythmical and possess their own temporal structures which are manifest psychologically in a series of tunable perceptual rhythms. These rhythms can vary in frequency and amplitude, and by virtue of the principle of synchronization, each can become locked into corresponding periods in the time structure of world patterns. From these simple principles, I shall develop a theory of perception, attention, and memory.
The assumptions that correspond to these two aspects of the general approach are stated below. They are then discussed in greater detail in the following sections. 
Subjective Representations of World Structure
One thesis of this paper is that humans are built to detect real-world structure by detecting changes along physical dimensions (i.e., contrasting values) and representing these changes as relations (i.e., differences) along subjective dimensions. Because change can only occur over time, it makes sense that time somehow be incorporated into a definition of structure. At the level of auditory patterns, real-world dimensions that correspond to pitch and loudness as well as time are of concern. Time is the most important of these dimensions, for values along the time scale will determine both the subjective dimensions and the range of dimensional values that arc appropriate for a given pattern. Most of us are not used to thinking of time as a property of structure, but one aim of this paper is to reveal that we can ill afford not to think of time in this way.
This section explores the multidimensional nature of pattern structure. Assumptions 1-1 through 1-4 propose that world patterns have several dimensions of structure that are meaningfully represented in human subjective space, tn general, this reflects a philosophy of realism about world structure. Specifically, these assumptions allow us to describe auditory patterns in terms of pitch relations on, for example, a musical scale instead of the physical scale of tone frequencies. Second, Assumption 1-4 circumscribes the type of mathematics that will be appropriate to specifications of pattern structure-'namely, the mathematics of invariances found in group theory. Finally, Assumption 1-4 also asserts that subjective dimensions are related to each other so that once a value on the time dimension is specified, a certain range of values on other dimensions are fixed. This will mean that serial patterns of brief durations must have correspondingly small values on other dimensions.
This section is organized about the respective roles of pitch, loudness, and time dimensions in subjective representations of auditory pattern structure. For convenience, the role of each dimension is presented separately. But as the final paragraphs illustrate, these dimensions are inextricably bound together and cannot be evaluated separately from the viewpoint of a human perceiver. Throughout this development, outlines of an appropriate mathematical system are suggested, but following Estes's (1975) suggestion, a formal mathematical model is not attempted at this time. 
Pitch Dimensions
It can be assumed that pitch is continuously related, logarithmically, lo a tone's fundamental frequency. Although pitch can be assumed continuous, the concern in this paper will be with neighborhoods that correspond to tones (i) in a musical scale: 5» > e (where e is some pitch smear region). Attncave and Olson (1971) , among others (e.g., Shepard, 1964) , have persuasively argued that musical pitch scales, not the mel scale, are most appropriate for descriptions of pattern structure. Of the musical scales, perhaps the simplest to understand is the whole-tone scale presented in Table 1 , which lists a fundamental frequency, /, for each of six musical tones that arc increasingly separated in frequency (A/) within a single octave. Subjectively, these frequency differences, A/, create roughly equal distances in pitch given by the same A/// ratio. (Pitch intervals between adjacent tones are wholetone intervals which are equivalent to two musical-pitch just noticeable differences (jnd), or semitones.) For convenience, these musical notes will be referred to by the digit codes assigned them in the right-hand column of Table 1, so that unmusical readers can think in terms of a set, s t ,, of equally spaced integers for the whole-tone scale: s p -{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. In this scale, the fundamental frequency of the higher note, 1', is twice that of note 1; this frequency ratio defines an octave interval. Each note within the next octave interval (i.e., s p ' = {!', 2', ... 6'}) is harmonically related to a corresponding note in s p .
In subjective pitch representations, both the harmonic dimension and overall pitch level must be considered, as recent work in pitch memory and pilch judgment suggests (e.g., Deutsch, 1973; Shcpard, 1964) . In fact, Shepard's work (1964) indicates that these two pitch dimensions can be cognitively represented as a helix similar to that shown in Figure la . Here, tone chroma, giving octave relations, forms circular scales, while a tone height dimension, extending from low-pitched tones to high, forms a vertical column. Although discrete regions are shown in Figure 1 , in the limit, both dimensions must be continuous. Furthermore, in the present theory, this representation underlies an analysis of total sound frequency. Not only is a sound's fundamental frequency identified by a locus in this space, but so also are higher frequency components such as overtones, or in speech sounds, the nonharmonically related formant frequencies.
Our first concern must be to formalize serial relations between tones in a manner that will meaningfully reflect pitch pattern context in speech or music. Let, us approach this by considering the whole-tone scale for a single octave (SP) in Table 1 . An s p X x,, Cartesian product offers a basis for defining groups of relations (see Jones, in press; Simon, 1972) . All ordered pairs in the resulting 6X6 matrix that share a common difference represent a given relation between two tones. For example, the subset of ordered pairs {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), ...} reflects the rule "+1" or a difference of one subjective pitch unit (one whole tone). While this subset defines an interval difference in pitch, other subsets may share only common ordinal differences between the lone pairs (e.g., {(2, 4), (1, 5), ...}) ol greater (+) or lesser ( -) . Still others may reflect only nominal differences (e.g., same, for {(1, 1), (2, 2), ...}, different for {(1, 2), (I, 3), (1, 4), ...}). Thus a pair of tones such as (1, 3) can be described as possessing either nominal (i.e., 3 is different from 1), or ordinal (i.e., 3 is greater than 1), or interval (i.e., 3 is 2 units from 1) relations.
Changing sounds, whether in formant transitions or in musical sequences, relied such relations. Especially important in preserving serial order arc interval relations that describe magnitude of change. These rules, in the limit, form an infinite set within the dimensionalized pitch space. The complete set possesses group symmetric properties (sec Jones, 1974; Subnikov & Koptsik, 1974 ) that lead to the representations of any auditory pattern as a locus in multidimensional space that conserves relational structure during a transformation. Jones (1974; in press) and Greeno and Simon (1974) , in different ways, have shown the power of rule-group representations of serial structure, but generally this mathematics has received less attention in psychology than in biology and physics where it is used to formalize structure in nature (e.g., Weyl, 1952) . However, group theory figures importantly in the present approach, since it determines (a) the invariant structure of nominal, ordinal, and/or interval rule sequences and (b) nested rule structures, in general.
Some interval pitch rules are given in Figure  2 . Those relating to the circular tone chroma dimension ( Figure 2a ) arc shown to form a subgroup, based on the octave (i.e., Modulus 5,,), within the complete group of Next, or N 3 ', rules ( Figure 2b ). For simplicity, only the latter group of rules, which refer to ascents or descents on the tone height dimension, will be focused upon here.
Invariant pattern properties. The subjective pitch structure of a sequence is given by a series of rules along pitch dimensions. If the rules do not change, then the pattern has invariant structure. Rules may be either nominal, ordinal, or interval, and if a human listener cannot detect the invariant structure within a scries of interval rules, the pattern may be represented subjectively only in terms of unchanging ordinal or perhaps nominal rules. That is, while exact pitch differences between sounds can always be given by interval rules, they will not always be represented as such by listeners. This is particularly true if pitch differences are great and/or unusual. In such cases, a listener may sense only the contour of ups and downs (i.e., ordinal rules), or perhaps merely that the several tones are different (i.e., nominal rules).
Invariant nominal properties: Periodicities. If a pattern possesses several sets of identical pitches, the sequence can be divided into Entries are given by a combining operation of successive rule application to a given event (i) for events along a single-octave interval, such as the one shown for the whole-tone scale of Table 1 where the modulus is S,, = 6. Note that N° = N*'i> = f, the identity rule, (b) Some interval pitch rules from the complete set of N' rules, where if pilch is a continuous dimension in the limit, these form a group of infinite order. The shape of a pattern can also be specified by group rules. Both the patterns 1256 and 2345, for example, share the invariant contour of greater throughout, since each successive tone is higher than the previous one with respect to height: + + +. But the series of interval (i.e., N') rules differs for the two. Contour, given by the direction of adjacent rules, is reflected in rule sign (i.e., N +J versus
Interval invariance. The magnitude of a pitch change, A/;, between two tones is given by the corresponding N' rule. Thus, N 1 gives a difference for A/> of 1 whole tone, and in general, N-1 determines a Ap equivalent to j whole tones. A pattern with invariant interval differences in pitch is one in which Ap is constant throughout. Such a sequence will often be simple and, moreover, it will usually possess invariant contour and nominal relations as in 1234561'2'3'4'5'6 / -• •, where the sequence merely ascends the tone height dimension.
Thus far, pattern structure has been described as a series of relations (either nominal, ordinal, or interval) between pattern sounds. Jones (1976;  in press) has shown how rulegroup properties lead to descriptions of these types of invariant relations. But at the level of interval rules, another advantage of rulegroup properties is apparent. Successive N J rules can usually be rewritten as nested, or hierarchical, rule structures. This is because if a set of rules forms a group, a sequence that comes from combining two of the rules can always be specified by a third rule in the same group. Thus, the sequence . Notice that with hierarchical rewriting, we have a demonstration of levels of interval-rule invariance. That is, the difference between tones at lower levels is always 1 pitch unit, (N 1 ), while the higher level difference between corresponding tones in the first and last half of the sequence is always 3 pitch units (N 3 ). Rewriting flexibility, which comes directly from group properties, makes the system of group relations a more powerful one than others proposed (e.g., Restlc, 1970) for formalizing levels of invariant serial relations.
In sum, group rules permit an a priori representation of auditory pattern structure in terms of different types of relations (nominal, ordinal, interval) . Furthermore, they offer a flexible schema for rewriting a series of concatenated rules as a hierarchical structure. These aspects of auditory pattern structure are important for predicting which patterns are simple, or "good," and which are difficult in the overall theory.
The Loudness Dimension
The loudness of sounds cannot be evaluated apart from their temporal and pitch properties, for these dimensions are related. Nevertheless, as a first approximation, assume that loudness is a dimenison orthogonal to pitch, being represented by width in the pitch spiral of Then, a loudness scale for a set of discrete sounds of constant pitch could be where // differ by subjectively equal units of loudness. As with pitch, the assumption of discrete loudness zones may be a simplification of the underlying dimension.
2 Furthermore, just as nominal, ordinal, and interval types of relations can be specified in pitch patterns, corresponding invariances in these relations describe different loudness patterns. These are patterns of periodic beats, of loudness contours, and specific loudness changes, for example. Because all can be described by group rules applied to the loudness dimension in ways already illustrated with pitch, they are not elaborated here. Instead, I shall proceed directly to a discussion of levels of pattern loudness structure.
Levels of pattern structure. Onsets and offsets of steady-state tones are regions of loudness which change over time and so have detectable structure. But these are micropatfcrns existing on a very small scale. Tone rise times take anywhere from a few msec to 50 msec. Nevertheless, relations that describe loudness changes over these brief durations are similar to those which describe loudness patterns that last longer and involve regions of greater change.
To see this, assume two different loudness scales: si u and si b . Let 1 subjective loudness unit separate each of six ordered sounds in the micropattern scale, SI M and let 10 units separate corresponding sounds in a macropattern scale, Si a . Then the structure of loudness relations in the macropattern shown in Figure 3 as fa a k a h n can be specified. This sequence consists of three steady-state sounds (pitch constant) each lasting 200 msec (onset through offset) and separated by SO-msec silences. But another level of structure is given by the micropatterns nested within each steady-state sound. Onset and offset patterns represent smaller loudness changes within time periods of 10 msec, and since the structure of steady states and silences are similar in that they represent periods of no change, tones in the macropattern are delimited by micropatterns that bear special temporal and loudness relationships to each other. Thus, a sequence of discrete sounds actually consists of many smaller, nested patterns, each on a proportionately smaller time scale and tying together proportionately smaller changes in the physical dimension involved. Changes in either the lime or loudness structure of one level can change the total structure of the nested sequence.
The most important aspect of this analysis is that it rests on an incorporation of time as a scale of serial pattern structure. Patterns on smaller time scales are based upon changes in dimensions that are smaller. 1 am proposing, in fact, that there is a lawful natural relationship that must be maintained between changes in loudness and pitch and the time dimension. Simply stated, it is that brief serial patterns must be proportionately finely graded in pitch and loudness. Perhaps this seems trivially obvious, but the implications of this assertion are that the time scale of a world pattern determines how we perceive it.
The Time Dimension
Time as a sensory dimension has not been lost to psychologists. To the contrary, there is an impressive history of research on the psychological representation of physical duration (e.g., see Boring, 1942; Treisman, 1963; Woodrow, 1951) . Hut this makes it all the more paradoxical that psychologists who study perception and memory of events in time either (a) ignore the temporal structure of events or (b) assume "processing time" is a meaningful dependent variable (e.g., Craik & Lockhart, 1972) .
Subjective time scales. Subjective time scales, accompanied by an array of proposed timekeeping mechanisms, dot the psychophysical literature (e.g., Eisler, 1975; Stevens & Galantcr, 1957; Treisman, 1963; Woodrow, 1951) . Typically, these scales show the Weber fraction, &T/T, constant over a middle range of T values and dropping at small durations (e.g., Gregg, 1951; Treisman, 1963) . Thus, ICisler (1975) recently suggested that the underlying relationship between subjective duration and objective duration follows Stevens's power law with an exponent close to unity.
The concern in this paper is with justification of an assumption that subjective time scales exist that permit a perceiver to respond to timed relationships. This justification comes from research in two areas: (a) The very success of the psychophysical ratio scaling of time, involving as it does the Iractionation of durations (e.g., Gregg, 1951; Eisler, 1975) , indicates that people can readily halve and double durations, (b) The ample literature on rhythmic perception and responding (e.g., Fraisse, 1956; Jones, in press; Martin, 1972) also shows that people detect relations between event durations and preserve relative time despite changes in absolute durations as patterns speed up or slow down.
Nevertheless, while psychophysical scales indicate that response variability is minimal with estimates of small intervals, the general usefulness of these scales is questionable. It is clear from data on tracking (e.g., Pew, 1974; Royer & Garner, 1966) , as well as from everyday experiences involving the playing of and/or listening to musical instruments, that response timing of events in context is exceedingly accurate and dynamically anticipatory in nature. In the present approach, it is assumed that humans are built to analyze time as a dimension of and between things, and that estimates of time removed from the context of the other dimensions will be misleading. Apparent distortions of duration are assumed to result from the joint effects of context and the timing mechanism itself. A timing mechanism is discussed in a later section, but I will consider effects of context at this point.
Rhythm and relative time. Time cannot be evaluated independently of the events used to signal durations. Specifically, differences in subjective time cannot be evaluated apart from differences in the pitch and/or loudness of the events used to delimit time intervals. This is most apparent in rhythmic patterns where, for example, louder sounds within a pattern must be separated by longer time invervals than separate not-so-loud sounds. In fact, if variations in pitch or loudness dimensions are absent, the vocabulary of time intervals with which we can create pure time patterns is limited. Morse code patterns based on two time intervals (long, short) are the clearest examples of this restriction, although Fraisse (1956) has shown that tapped rhythms, in general, tend to regularize differences in presented times into two categories of long and short durations. Thus, the greater array of discernible time variations in music and speech results largely from the fact that time differences are glued together in a contextual TIME, OUR LOST DIMENSION 335 relationship with ;i range of pitch and loudness differences.
The nature of this contextual relationship has been described by Martin (1972) , who is one of the few contemporary psychologists to have called attention to relative time and its possible significance in speech perception. His ideas on the role of rhythm provide a beginning for the conception of time developed here. Just as sequences of pitch are conceived in terms of relative pitch, so sequences of time intervals are most meaningfully represented in terms of relationships between time periods. For Martin, the relevant time periods arc nested, This means that relatively small time differences are hierarchically nested within larger time units. Furthermore, Martin ties relative time differences to relative pitch (or loudness) so that in good rhythmic forms, larger time intervals should separate greater changes in pitch or loudness. Actually, his analysis emphasizes relative timing within the pattern context, so that if times are measured from the onset of one sound to the onset of the next, then the smallest time difference, AT n , is based upon the briefest onset-to-onset interval within the pattern. All other time intervals, AT,,, are geometrically related to ATn by a factor of 2", where n identifies a node level within the hierarchical analysis. Essentially, Martin's analysis provides a basis for conceiving invariant time relations in pitch or loudness patterns. This can be illustrated by considering a simple two-dimensional pattern built upon one pitch dimension (tone height) and the time dimension. Let N J (j = 1, 2, • • • 5 • • •) rules describe changes along the tone height dimension in terms of pitch changes between adjacent tones (where 5 = 6 for a single octave). If successive tones occur at a constant rate, then time relations can also be found that correspond to the hierarchical version of the serial pitch pat tern. Take Pat tern 1 of Figure 4 , Nested time intervals that correspond to each
Note. ATn reflects the difference in time from onset of tone i to onset of tonej in tone set (i,j) at level n =0, 1, 2.
of the three pattern levels (n = 0, 1, 2) of this pattern's structure are shown in Table 2 for a constant rate of 1 tone/sec. Pitch differences, A/>,,, corresponding to pitch intervals between tones in the tone set (i, /) at each level (Column 2) are given in semitone units (each semitone is -2 of a whole-tone interval). Also shown are A2\, that represent the time between onset of tone i and onset of tone j in a given tone set. It is apparent that relatively large pitch differences arc separated by relatively longer time intervals. The highest level (Level 2) pitch difference, for example, is 24 semitones and this corresponds to a time difference of 4 sec, while the smallest A/;,,, namely 2 semitones (Level 0), takes only 1 sec to develop. Pattern 1 conforms to Martin's rhythmic rule.
A pattern which does not conform to Martin's rhythmic analysis is Pattern 2 shown, in hierarchical form, in Figure 4c and in Table 2 . For this pattern, presented at 1 tone/sec, relatively small pitch differences are further apart than are the larger pitch differences. As Table 2 shows, there is an inverse relation between relative pitch and relative time, and this circumstance breaks Martin's rhythmic rule and so should be more difficult to integrate, even at slow rates, than Pattern 1. Listeners will attempt to cast the pattern into an optimal pitch-time structure such as the one shown at the base of Figure 4c , or they will reveal confusion about, the location of events in time. There is evidence that such confusions occur with patterns built from notes of different octaves even at rates around I tone/sec (e.g., Deutsch, 1975) .
At this point, I am casting nested time patterns in somewhat different terms than does Martin. Let the unit time distance that corresponds to the smallest time difference be ATo. Assume a time rule, T°, determines the length of AT 0 . A simple translation of A7" 0 , along the time axis from time points corresponding to onsets of tones i and j to points corresponding to tones / and k would merely form a repeating rhythm with a period A7V However, imagine that instead of repeating A7'o, it is transformed by a time rule T l which expands it by a certain proportionate amount, C t , so that a new interval, which ranges from onset of tone i to that of tone k, lasts AToCf (where C, > 1.00). Furthermore, if we iterate these time expansion rules n times with the same Ct, we have the rule T" which changes ATo by C ( ". If we consider only C t > 1.00, then we can imagine different families of time expansion rules; when C, = 2, then we observe the special case of Martin's binary model for speech and music, where the time interval, AT M , corresponding to anylevel n (0, 1, 2) in a rhythmic hierarchy is given by A7\, = Aro2". Thus, we have a group of time dilations, T n (n = +0, + 1, +2, ...), that enlarge the initial time unit at different rates if time is considered an infinite dimension.
Casting temporal relations in terms of group mathematics has two advantages: (a) It permits the development of a coherent system of invariant, nested relations that incorporates the time dimension as one of several along which invariant transformations may be represented; and (b) it presents a framework for understanding the effects of pattern presentation rate.
Studies in presentation rale. Rhythm represents a time pattern. Our commonplace observation verifies this. We can identify the same pattern of relative times (e.g., long, long, short) even if the tempo of speech or music is speeded up. Speeding up a rhythmic pattern is analogous to transposing a melody. That is, the time pattern is shifted along the time dimension, leaving as invariant the relation between time intervals, not absolute time values. And time translation rules, T", and the ratio, C,, can reflect this rhythmic transposition with changes in pattern rate. Just as group rules could describe the preservation of a melody with shifts in pitch, time rules can describe commonality of rhythmic form when the basic unit A7"o shrinks at fast rales or expands at slow rates.
Tn Table 2 , it is clear that shifting the rate of pattern presentation from 1 tone/sec to 10 tones/sec does not change either relative pitch differences, A/» n , or the relative time differences at each level, AT,,, in Patterns 1 and 2 of Figure 4 . According to Martin's theory, because the relation between relative pitch and relative time is preserved with changes in presentation rate, performance should preserve serial structure. In fact, within a range of rate changes, the serial (e.g., Garner & Gottwald, 1968 ) structure identified by listeners does not shift with rate.
However, at very rapid rates, veridical serial structure does not coincide with a listener's percept. Research on auditory streaming indicates that patterns break apart into co-occurring subpatterns, thus losing their serial integrity. Pattern 1 in Figure 4 illustrates this. As Pattern 1 is translated down the time scale by a factor of 1/10 from a rate of 1 tone/sec (Figure 4a ) to 10 tones/sec (Figure  4b ), the general relationship between relative pitch, A.p a , and relative time, AT n , remains the same. According to Martin's theory, the pattern should remain serially integrated regardless of how fast the pattern is presented because the relation between relative accent and relative time within the pattern is preserved. In fact, this docs not happen. At least with certain rhythmical patterns (van Noordcn, 1971) , there is a rate at which the pattern streams into pitch-related subgroups. From research reviewed earlier, it appears that for a serial pattern to remain intact under these circumstances, changes in pitch, A/> n , must shrink proportionately with changes in time. As Figures 4a, 4b , and 4c suggest, a shrinking world time base corresponds to finer resolutions of pitch and loudness relations.
Finally, in addition to preserving rhythmic form as tempo changes, group time rules permit analysis of nested time levels (n = 0, 1, ...) within a sequence of fixed rate. Small time changes between neighboring sounds, in combination, form larger time intervals appropriate to higher levels of pattern analysis. This means, that with group rules, any pattern can be analyzed in terms of nested relations within multidimensional space, as the next section illustrates.
Multidimensional Structure of World Patterns
A general conception of the way in which time, pitch, and loudness relations combine is needed. Axiom 1 states that constant proportionality must obtain between time and dimensional relationships across hierarchical levels of pattern structure. Algebraically, it is simple to show that this leads to the conclusion that the function, /, which relates nested time periods over n is equal to a corresponding function, g, that relates dimensional changes: / = K where A7' M = /(AT 1 ,,) and Ar/,-,,, = g(Af/,-,<)). (1) Furthermore, Axiom 1 leads to a parametric evaluation of serial integrality illustrated in the following four cases:
1. Simple patterns (Case 1) obtain when Axiom 1 holds and C is independent, of n. Let C t = ATVu/Ar,, and C di = Ad { ,, n i/Ad i: , t for time and dimension expansion ratios, respectively. Then, by Equation 1, C t = C,/. = C. Then a single C value can be estimated immediately from early pattern fragments, A7"i/A7' 0 , and a listener can anticipate the entire course of future time and pitch changes by Equations 2 and 3:
2. Readily learnable patterns (Case 2) occur when Axiom 1 holds but (7 is not independent of n. By Equation 1, C t , n = C din = C' B for any n, but the listener must discover how this value changes over levels of the hierarchy.
3. More difficult, but learnable, patterns (Case 3) result when Axiom 1 does not hold strictly but its corollary does. Lack of strict proportionality implies that C t , n ^ £<;,-," for at least one structural level. With ki <n values within acceptable SIR bounds, a listener must learn separate C\ n and C,t ; " functions to integrate these sequences.
4. Patterns that require extensive learning to integrate (Case 4) are those which violate Axiom 1 and its corollary. Violations can result either if ki is constant but exceeds the SIR bounds, or if a given /J; |W exceeds these bounds for some n.
These cases outline some parameters of serial pattern difficulty. Only when Axiom 1 is violated will a pattern become extremely difficult to integrate. Let. us consider these most, difficult patterns first.
Pitch patterns which violate proportionality in different, degrees are shown, in. (Figure 4) is repeatedly presented at increasingly rapid rates, there comes a point at which the pitch difference corresponding to the highest tree level (i.e., A/; 2 ) will occur within a disproportionately small time interval (i.e., A7' 2 ). Let A(/i |B be A/;,,; then, with respect, to time, the pattern proportionality value is £1,2 = A/> 2 /Ar 2 = 24/400 = .06 (see Table 2 ). Since /Cu,i is .06, this means that the pattern is on the verge of splitting. Listeners may confuse the event order, especially in the middle of the sequence where the single break in proportionality occurs (Figure 4b) .
Pattern 1 has good rhythmic form, but Pattern 2 does not. At this same fast rate, Pattern 2 should immediately break apart at Level 0 because In,o = A/>o/Ar 0 = 24/100 = .24. The pattern should split along lines defined by Level 0 (dotted in Figure 4d ). The resulting configuration will be two simultaneously occurring subpatterns (e.g., 1245 and 1"2"4"5"). In pattern-recognition tasks, this describes listener's responses to sequences built from two interleaved melodies (e.g., Bowling, 1973a) .
These examples illustrate what happens when Axiom 1 docs not hold; Cases 1 through 3 suggest patterns that lead to serial-order retention. In these cases, Axiom 1 and its corollary lead to an important reconciliation of dimensional and temporal structure in terms of group rules. If we take a simple (Case 1) pattern, for example, and note that for each N» J ', a A/> re = j is given, then by liquations 1 and 2, if a listener had initial estimates of time change (i.e., ATi/ATo) and proportionality (i.e., A/>o/TAo), he/she could define the most probable pitch rule (N/) to occur at some future level n by: . Simply stated, this dependency of pitch and time means that temporal structure determines pitch rule structure. In the simplest case, initial time changes give a C value which permits extrapolation of interval pitch rules. In cases where C values must be adjusted, ordinal and nominal relations play a more prominent role. Here, tolerable rules within the SIR share a common contour with the most probable rule. This ordinal rule in variance facilitates serial integration of patterns in Cases 2 and 3 where learning must take place.
Finally, if a rule deviates too greatly from the most probable one, as in Case 4, then not only will these patterns break apart but only nominal relations may be observed between resulting subpatterns. Thus, in Pattern 2 ( Figure 4d ) the two simultaneously occurring subpatterns are not integrated by Next rules, but they can be differentiated as different sound patterns.
Summary
This section has proposed that auditory pattern structure is described in terms of pitch, loudness, and time relations that have measurable correspondence with real-world dimensions. The general hypothesis is that serial structure exists at many nested levels in world patterns, but the psychological difficulty of each level depends upon a lawful proportionality between pattern dimensions. Because humans evolved to live in the world as well as to create their own music and language, the effects of these lawful proportionalities are reflected throughout human pattern perception. The essential idea is extremely simple. It merely maintains that if time is incorporated as a dimension of serial pattern structure, then changes along other dimensions must be proportional to changes along the time axis.
The notion that the environment offers lawful invariants which we incorporate bears a definite relation to Gibson's ideas (1966) . This debt is clearest in the assumption that pattern structure will only be detected under conditions of physical change (i.e., contrast). But the general approach differs from Gibson's in. (a) its emphasis upon nested time patterns, (b) its incorporation of a group theoretic mathematical framework, and (c) its attempt to specify a mechanism underlying the detection of pattern invariants. The first two points have been developed in this section, which has emphasized dimensions of structure and their relation to a complete definition of serial pattern, form. The last point will be developed in the next section, which considers the interaction of a structure-detecting organism within a structured world.
Interaction of Organisms With the Real World
In this section, Assumptions I[-l through 11-5 arc elaborated to describe a more complete theory of perception.
Aspumplion IT-1: The Rhythmic Organism
The general theory assumes that, all moving things have a time structure. Because a property of living things is movement, organisms too possess nested time zones. Assumption U-l proposes that this time structure is manifest in a set of biological rhythms. The theory implies that all human performance can be evaluated within a rhythmic framework.
An array of rhythms that vary in specific frequency from very slow to very fast provide a time-scale analysis. Kach frequency may correlate with a time period within a given world pattern. Fast perceptual rhythms with small time periods arc assumed to "lock into" periods of micropatterns, while slow rhythms "lock into" larger periods of macropatterns. Each perceptual rhythm is adjustable, within small and finite limits, to real-world time periods, A7',,, that fall within its range: AT' -AT n -\-e n , where t n is distributed A'fjUe,,) ere,,) with Hf n ^~ S n , an arbitrarily small value. This means that a rhythm of a given spontaneous frequency can deviate from its modal period to a limited extent and "tune into" correlated real-world periods. Again the idea is basically simple. At each level of a pattern's structure there is a perceptual rhythm that can match its time properties. Thus, a set of rhythms, graded in periods, responds to world structure.
The amount, of energy given in each wave frequency is assumed to be roughly constant over the set of graded rhythms that can tie onto a world pattern (exceptions are attcntional frequencies discussed later). This means that, high-frequency rhythms specific to micropattern levels will have lower amplitudes than the low-frequency rhythms tied to macropattern levels.
The location and metaphorical status of perceptual rhythms needs clarification. A particular location of these rhythms is not specified, nor are they equated with categories of brain wave frequencies (e.g., alpha or theta rhythms). While the theory has implications for brain research, it is suggested by behavioral findings, not elcctroenccphalograph patterns. In fact, the value of rhythmic assumptions lies in their ability to describe interactions of human time structure with moving world structure, so that resting rhythms will not necessarily correspond to the complex array of finely graded perceptual rhythms tuned to world structure. Nonetheless, the theory is not a metaphorical one, and perceptual rhythms are assumed to be a fair approximation to some process within the central nervous system. In this respect, the theory is more closely tied to potentially measurable biological phenomena than are some information-processing models (e.g., Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968 ) that explicitly espouse a mechanical metaphor. Nevertheless, discovery of locales for rhythmic distributions (e.g., left versus right hemispheres; vertical versus horizontal distributions) and exact: waveform details are left to those most qualified in these areas.
A ssumpiion 11-2: Synchrony
The principle of entrainment, or synchronization, of two similar rhythms occurring slightly off-phase is well known in the natural sciences. Two such rhythms come to occur in phase and to possess equivalent periods. Synchronization here refers to the relation between a perceptual rhythm and a period within a world pattern. For any given pattern level n, the period AT,, is measured from the onset of the occurrence of a change at. Level 0 to the completion of a dimensional change, Arf,-,,,, at level n. However, for a period of A7\, to be synchronized with a perceptual rhythm A2 V , of period AT B + e n , not only must the world pattern be moving but the perceptual rhythm must be minimally active. For synchronization, or "locking-in," to occur, the entire set of graded rhythms {A7\, + e n }, where n = 0, 1, ... oo ( must be minimally aroused or "primed." This suggests two stages of the synchronizing process: (a) priming and (b) recruitment.
Priming and expectancy. Lashlcy (1951) emphasized the need for postulating a priming mechanism to explain the speed with which people perceive and reproduce serially integrated sequences. In fact, Lashley implicated a rhythmic process, but this has been largely overlooked b)' psychologists with the exception of Martin (1972) . Martin suggested that hierarchical time patterns are the basis for temporal expectancies which reflect the "priming" of a listener to "catch" upcoming accented sounds when they occur in real time.
Temporal expectancy is also a basis for priming in this model, but the mechanisms outlined differ from Martin's. It is assumed that a listener encountering small fragments of a novel sound sequence will automatically extrapolate a time course in a multidimensional cognitive space based upon the assumption that the relation between AT^o and Al\ will hold for AT 1 ,, and AT K+ i. This course is given by AT 1 ,, = C, n ATo (Equation 2) under the assumption that the pattern will be a simple one (Case 1) with C constant. A subjective cslimatc, C, is given immediately by A7Y/A7Y. That is, listeners are assumed to generate initial expectancies, especially of novel patterns, along simplified schcmas. The time line cast on this path results in activation of a set of graded rhythms appropriate to anticipated time periods. Primed rhythms reveal amplitude increases above that of their spontaneous rates, with amplitude values greatest in the neighborhood of the trajectory cast by the time equation. A2Y = C"AT 0 '.
However, temporal expectancy is only one aspect of priming. The location of activated rhythms must also be appropriate. In a sense, the listener must simultaneously generate expectancies about "when" and "where" something will occur. The basis for "where" expectancies is also found in Axiom 1. A listener is assumed to operate as if strict proportionality exists at all levels of pattern structure. Within the first brief time period, a correspondingly small dimensional change in, the pattern structure, Ar/; i0 , is matched by a subjective change, Arf,-,o'. A listener assuming proportionality between dimensional change level and the time period at any level will have kt -Arf,-,o'/A!To' given in the first time period. Again, expectancy follows a simple schema where both k t and C arc constant. These two parameters, then, allow the listener to anticipate forthcoming pitch rules. Equation 4 describes this expectancy. Thus, using the relation NV' = (No  4 ) 17 ", a listener can determine the expected pitch rule for any pattern level (n > 0).
The entire course of expectancy can be described as a path through the SJR. Figure 5 illustrates such a path cast for a listener within a two-dimensional pitch-time space. The path projected for Pattern A in Figure 5 , for example, is an expectancy path based upon constant values of C and k\ in a pitch-time field. Assume that a starting locale on the pitch-loudness dimensions is given within the first time period, A7V Then the trajectory of an expectancy path will awaken graded rhythms at appropriate locations in the SIR, and these rhythms will decrease in amplitude with distance from the expected path. At the boundaries of the SIR, rhythmic amplitudes are not enhanced. Thus, priming is greatest in the SIR space around the expectancy path, based on subjective estimates of C and In (i = 1, 2, 3), and it vanishes at the SIR boundaries.
Not all expectancies are simple. Complex, but well-learned, patterns in which ki iK and/or C n change prime jagged paths through the SIR. Pattern B of Figure 5 illustrates such a path.
Recruitment, and synchronization. The development of a sequence in real time provides inputs, beginning with initial sounds, that lead to actual synchronization of perceptual rhythms with pattern structure. Once a rhythm within, the S[R and near some true pattern period becomes primed, then the occurrence of appropriate dimensional changes results in the "locking-in" process. Synchronization means that a given perceptual rhythm occurs in phase with the pattern period of AT,/ = AT 1 ,,. The specific occasion for synchrony of a perceptual rhythm, having a period approximating AT,,, with the corresponding pattern period is the completion of Ar/;,,, in the world pattern at the time that completes the period AT n . With the engagement of these two rhythms, wave amplitude of the perceptual rhythm first increases and then decreases again, but remains in phase with the appropriate realworld pattern period for as long as the pattern persists.
Assumption II-3: Extracting Dimensional Structure
In a real sense, perception begins with the listener's expectancies outlining a course through an SIR at some location on the pitchloudness dimensions. Synchronization, which follows priming, merely reflects a verification process. In fact, if a world pattern develops entirely according to plan, that is, if it exactly follows the primed course, then pattern structure is automatically verified. Therefore, an easy pattern is one which, on a first encounter, verifies all expectancies, and a difficult pattern is one which docs not. Because expectancy is tied to operations within some multidimensional space, differences in pattern difficulty may come either from (a) violations of expectancy within a developed multidimensional space (i.e., SIR) or (b) from a lack of one or more dimensions within which to define an appropriate SIR.
Violations of expectancy within a developed SIR. If we assume that the normal adult has some relatively complete representation of pitch and loudness dimensions, then the simplest auditory patterns arc those which reflect strict proportionality of dimensional changes with respect to time changes at all pattern levels (Case 1). In fact, many of the most common auditory sequences in our environment approximate this ideal, but because we automatically process these simple sequences, the importance of the principles they illustrate is rarely acknowledged. In a sense, they are too simple to interest us theoretically as psychologists! Not surprisingly, the present theory predicts this. A simple pattern approximates an ideal sequence that requires no adjustments of (' by the listener once it is derived from relations in the first few milliseconds of the sequence. The entire course of pattern structure will be correctly anticipated in the path through the SIR based upon C and /;,. Because no adjustments arc called for, the process of extracting dimensional invariants in pitch and loudness can be considered automatic, and the listener will pay little attention to it.
More difficult patterns arc those in which the structure does not exhibit strict proportionality across all pattern levels (Case 3 or Case 4). This means that patterns which defy expectation are less likely to be automatically analyzed because as the pattern unfolds in real time, subjective estimates of parameters do not hold up either for temporal expectancies or for dimensional changes or both. These are not "ideal" patterns, but nevertheless, if deviations from proportionality are within acceptable bounds, the listener can, by adjusting parameter estimates (e.g., C/,, or (\i i ,) at any pattern level exceeds SIR boundaries, then differences in pitch and/or loudness will be exceedingly difficult for the listener to perceive serially (these are Case 4 patterns). This reflects the common experience that while simple patterns may be easy, their predictability makes them less challenging than patterns that deviate slightly from expectancy. Phenomenally, small "surprises" arc often enjoyable and call these sequences to our attention. 4 But patterns that deviate too far from expectancy represent changes so disproportionate that the patterns involved call forth neither pleasure nor learning (in the sense of expectancy parameter adjustments). Figure 5 illustrates different kinds of paths in a simplified two-dimensional SIR for three patterns built from N J pitch rules. All arc presented at a rate of 10 tones/sec. Pattern A is a simple pattern (from Case 1) with strict proportionality. The k\ for all levels is .02, and C, = C rf , = C = 2.00. Pattern B docs not possess strict proportionality, but no ki, n value exceeds SIR boundaries (where KU,I = .06 and K Lii = .006). This is a Case 3 pattern where proportionality is violated (at levels n = 1 and n = 2, C t ^ C^). In Pattern C, however, the change in pitch at level n = 2 is so great that not only is proportionality not constant, but for A.p 2 = 32 semitones, the value of ki,z is .080. Since h\,i exceeds .060, a listener's revision of the entire expectancy equation for a pattern at this rate would be very difficult because C,^ or C t would be difficult to arrive at. As a result, it is likely that pitch relationships between the middle tones would not be accurately ordered. Pattern C is an example of a difficult (Case 4) pattern.
Areas outside of the SIR are important. The area above the tipper SIR boundary is the parallel representation region (labeled PRR in Figure S ). Whenever two events differ by an amount that violates pattern proportionality, their differences cannot be handled by a common perceptual rhythm with a period appropriate to the expected dimensional change. This means that a given short rhythm cannot connect two widely separated points in cognitive space. Instead, the two points are handled simultaneously by smaller rhythms at different locations. In this case, the large pitch difference defines a second SIR appropriate to the location of the "disruptive" tone. In Pattern C of Figure 5 , for example, Tone 5", which is over two octaves above Tone 1 (which initates the SIR shown in Figure 5 ) is the basis for serial integration of another pattern, namely S"4"3"2" within a new SIR. Notice, however, thai a time interval of 1 sec would permit listeners to monitor and adjust the C^ estimates for differences in pitch as great as 5 octaves (60 semitones) in the original sequence (if Ku,i = .06). Therefore, a parallel representation of successive pattern elements occurs if large dimensional changes happen too fast. Perceptually, the result is not a serial concept but a parallel one that corresponds to figureground percepts. Theoretically, these parallel representations arc formalized by the existence of SIR and PRR regions.
The area below the SIR is described as the "chunking" region (CR in Figure 5) . At each pattern level, some dimensional differences of lower levels that have already been verified are no longer treated as events to be serially related, but as unified "chunks." In a sense, this area represents the micropattern detail to which we rarely attend. It also reflects well-learned, highly organized units within some larger sequence. The lower SIR boundary determines these chunked units for a given time period of pattern development. With pitch, for example, if XL,I = .006, then for AT B = 1,000 msec, differences in pitch less than (1,000 X .006 =) 6 semitones (i.e., f octave) would tend to be ignored by listeners. At this time level, the listeners would have already verified these relationships and would be monitoring the C parameters for pitch differences greater than -| octave and less than 5 octaves. Thus, if certain ki, n values of some novel pattern drop below the lower SIR boundary, a serial pattern will not stream, but a listener may not veridically integrate the serial order of these events to preceding events. In simpler terms, this is because the listener was not expecting such a change, and accordingly his attention was not tuned into smaller time zones appropriate to differentiating relatively similar events. The role of attention in this respect is discussed in more detail subsequently.
The PRR and CR correspond, respectively, to perceived nominal relations between two events that are physically different or similar (i.e., same). Relations within the SIR are perceived in terms of ordinal contour and/or interval differences. This analysis distinguishes between parallel processing of physically disparate sounds and chunking of very similar sounds.
Incomplete dimensional representation. A full treatment of growth and representation of dimensions themselves is beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, the wary reader will have deduced that subjective dimensions themselves are patterns and so arc acquired at some stage of perceptual development. Pitch, in fact, is an acquired dimension based upon changes in frequency, A/: A/,, = C"A/o, where A/ 0 is 1 Hz for a tone / 0 of 16.67 Hz, and where C = 1.059 and C = 2.019 are the constant expansion coefficients, respectively, for the tone height and tone chroma dimensions as defined in Western cultures. 6 In general, it is assumed that dimensions more remote from changes in external physical energy are acquired later in development, but that laws of acquisition, and operation are similar for all dimensions. Incorporation of more remote dimensions such as syntactic and semantic ones is not addressed here, although the general model is compatible with views that represent semantic relationships in terms of a dimensionalined cognitive space (e.g., Smith, Shoben, Si Rips, 1974) . ft is assumed that proportionality laws obtain for these dimensions as well.
.If a listener has not acquired a dimensional representation with which to detect changing relationships, then, the sequence cannot be analyzed along that dimension. This suggests that after a listener has extracted all the pitch, and loudness changes that exist within a pattern, the listener will cease automatic analysis of the sequence at some level, /, where differences appropriate to undeveloped dimensions occur. Jt is at this level that most new learning takes place. New learning involves attention and can result in the development of new subjective dimensions. It will be considered under the attention section. Tn this section, the lack of a dimensional representation signals an inappropriate estimate of a C parameter and hence, a deviation from expectancy. Any break with expectancy is the trigger for attention and learning processes.
Assumption If-4: Memory
There arc as many memory spans as there are levels of pattern structure; they merely differ in length. What is called memory is given in, this theory by the activation of a wave frequency. Because wave frequencies differ in period according to pattern level, memory span will also differ in length according to pattern level: There will be micromcmory spans that correspond to micropattern levels of various degrees and there will be macromemory spans corresponding to larger pattern periods. In general, the waveform locked into pattern, structure at level n with period A7\, will have a memory span m&T,,, where m is some small integer. Memory here refers to the retention of material from the point of sequence offset.
A pure measure of memory at some lower level, k, of pattern structure, however, is impossible to obtain. If a pattern is analyzed to some level, /, where / > k, then the relations appropriate to the lower pattern level will be nested within all higher levels of structure. This means that any memory for a micropattern can be derived from the memory span of events at the highest level of analysis. Normally, we have no labels for these micropatterns, and so, in our experience, once their 6 Tn fact, in terms of group theoretic rules, the growth of continuous pitch dimensions into a helical form is given by combining translatory motions with regular reflections in the same manner that group rules can describe the shape of a snail's shell! In general, the establishment of patterns thai serve as dimensions conforms to the growth of the classic "apperceptive mass" prerequisite to new learning. true memory span is exceeded, they become chunked and incorporated into higher pattern levels, thus losing their separate identities.
Assumption II-5: Attention
In the present theory, attention is determined by persistently heightened perceptual wave amplitudes of particular periods at particular cognitive locales. Incrementing wave amplitude takes effort and consumes physical (not psychical) energy. Furthermore, there are finite limits to the degree and extent of attcntional capacity. Two general aspects of limited-capacity attention are readily incorporated by the present model: the intensive, or arousal, aspect and the selective aspect. These two attentional dimensions have been recently integrated by Kahneman (1973) in his thorough review of the relevant literature. Kahneman concludes that attention requires the postulation of information-processing mechanisms that will (a) provide for sensory registration, (b) group elements into units, (c) allocate energy to give ligural emphasis, and (d) provide a source for energy allocation. He proposes that the attcntional mechanism must operate upon a stimulus after its elements have been automatically analyzed and grouped to yield a sort of figure-ground format.
Elaboration of Assumption TI-5 will show that attention to auditory patterns fits nicely within a rhythmic framework. Furthermore, rhythmic attention meets the criteria Kahneman has set forth. Heightened attention can occur because the listener allocates disproportionate energy to certain wave periods to pick up (i.e., lock into) corresponding dimensional changes; or it can come from the allocation of energy to all graded rhythms locked into a world pattern at a given cognitive locale. The first situation is discussed under level of attention and the second under locus of attention. But first, let us briefly recount the rhythmic theory's ability to deal with automatic, or "preattentive," analysis.
Automatic, or "preattentive," analysis. The registration of an entire sequence is assumed to be given by a start location at a locale in pitch-loudness cognitive space, and with it is associated a high frequency rhythm. Immediately, temporal expectancies are cast out into neighboring pitch-loudness regions to define an everwidening SIR surrounding the probable, or primed, path for a simple sequence. As the sequence itself unfolds along the expected space-time path, small and well-learned differences in pitch and loudness are grouped (i.e., chunked) into units. At any point on the time line, if dimensional differences exceed the appropriate amount for that time period, the serial pattern will be analyzed in terms of two SIRs located in different locales, where one SIR features the path of the figure sequence and the other of the ground path. Thus, Kahneman's first two requirements for an attentional theory have already been met.
Level of attention. Effects of set and instructions are assumed to result in heightened wave amplitudes of all wave frequencies specific to time zones where new learning occurs. In an earlier section, it was shown that adjustments of estimates of C parameters within a defined SLR require learning. In fact, whenever a world pattern structure deviates from its expected path, attention is heightened for those time zones which correspond to the deviation. For example, assume Pattern B in Figure 5 is novel to a listener. After his first encounter with the pattern, rhythms with periods around the 200-msec level should increase in amplitude. Heightened attention levels thus parallel priming of an SIR path, but they occur in a region around the original path that corresponds to a discrepancy from expectation. Amplitude incrementing persists until C estimates arc revised. Energy allocation to a particular time zone in a system of limited energy means that other wave frequencies decline in amplitude.
Correlation of the process of attention heightening with adjustments of expectancy parameters leads to the generalization that, most often, wave amplitudes will be heightened within a set of zones where these values must constantly be revised. These zones correspond to larger time periods in which differences in syntactic, semantic, and other dimensions constantly create a need for parameter adjustments. In fact, we are normally geared to automatically analyze auditory invariants of speech beginning with changes in the initial period (ATo) up to time levels appropriate to the acquisition of new knowledge, (ATI). At these higher levels, we extrapolate and antici-a) FIGURE 6. (a) High amplitudes of graded rhythms at Locale X rcllcct focused attention to figure, relative to ground at Locale Y. (b) Less focused attention to figure at Locale X is reflected by the same amount of energy being present but dispersed over more locations.
pate differences in relations that, exist, in larger time periods, but commonly our expectancies are somewhat off and extrapolations must be revised accordingly. This means that heightened attention levels most commonly occur in zones corresponding to periods of words and sentences. That is, we arc usually operating in time /ones from .80 to 3 seconds, although rhythmic shifts in attention level itself undoubtedly occur.
Heightening of some specific frequencies, but not others, is assumed to occur across sets of graded rhythms at various cognitive locations, but the time zone receiving maximal energy will differ in each case. Furthermore, at some cognitive locales, much revision of expectancy parameters is required, while at others little or no adjustment is necessary. This suggests that certain locales that, correspond to difficult world patterns will receive a greater allotment. of energy than other locales that correspond to simple automatically analyzed sequences.
Locus of attention: Synchronous anil asynchronous rhythms. Sets of graded rhythms in those locales which receive more energy will have generally higher wave amplitudes than those in other locales receiving less energy. Heightened rhythms result in the corresponding world pattern being perceived as a figure against a background given by lower amplitude rhythms that are asynchronous with respect to the figure rhythms. Figure 6 shows synchronous and asynchronous rhythms. Graded rhythms within any given set (cither X or F) are synchronized to common world patterns, but rhythms associated with world patterns at different locales are usually asynchronous. That is, during attention and learning, perceptual rhythms become more synchronized with external world patterns and less synchronized with each other. Thus, the rhythms at Locale X are asynchronous with respect to those at Locale Y in . Figure 6 . Figure  6 also shows that not all locales receive the same amount of energy. Ln Figure 6a , rhythms at Locale X have generally higher amplitudes than those at other locales (e.g., Y), with a peak amplitude occurring around the 12th rhythmic period or time zone. In this case, attention is focused on the pattern associated with Locale X and, in particular, at some midway level of analysis of that pattern. Attention to events occurring around Locale X is more dispersed in Figure 6b , where more individual sequences appeal' to be represented but none is analyzed with the intensity found in Figure 6a .
Thus, the variety and asynchrony of our normal environment is reflected in the rhythmic model by each auditory event representing a cognitive locale and a corresponding SIR. lint attention is given in shifting energy to constantly readjust expectancies appropriate to difficult patterns. With readjustments called for by especially difficult sequences, two things occur: (a) Jvnergy is drawn from other locales to the one associated with the difficult sequence so that, effectively, SJRs at other locales narrow, and (b) energy within the SIR of that more difficult sequence is focused upon several time zones.
Not only does this attcntional model conform to Kahneman's prescription but it makes intuitive sense. As we concentrate, we tend to close out other inputs and "get set" to pick up something we have missed. Phenomenally, we gear ourselves to pay extra attention to "where" and "when" something will occur. And, of course, in focusing in upon a problem so deeply, who hasn't experienced that "jolt" when a friend interrupts with a loud "Hi"? His instrusion requires an automatic shift of energy away from the focalized region of concentration to another locale and time zone.
Finally, all energy shifts require effort, and so arousal occurs whenever wave amplitudes increase. But some attention shifts require more energy than others: Amplitude enhancement of high-frequency waves requires more energy than enhancement of low-frequency waves. With decline in arousal, attentional energy is spread over larger sleep rhythms with nested rhythms synchronizing themselves at lower amplitudes. A consequence of this is that in sleep, a sound which represents an auditory difference of a magnitude that corresponds to a very large period must occur for a correspondingly long time interval before a listener will correctly place it in the real world. This, of course, is the alarm clock! Thus, we are concerned with two main features of attention: (a) a general level of attention in wakefulness which is reflected by the allocation of energy to certain time zones and (b) attentional locus, which reflects energy focalized at certain cognitive locales. The level and locus of attention represent the present theory's account of intensive and selective features of attention. The mechanism responsible for energy allocation is not clear. It is closely associated with task demands, feedback, instructions, and experience. The general thrust of the present approach would implicate some larger rhythm that can interact with the perceptual rhythm system, but the theory is not complete in this respect. In any case, the properties of the allocation mechanism conform to those Kahneman has spelled out for recognition units in an information-processing framework. But, to date, neither Kahneman 's theory nor the rhythmic model has a satisfactory solution to how this mechanism works.
Summary
From live assumptions, a rhythmic description of perception, attention, and memory in human listening has been developed. Fundamental to all these assumptions is the basic idea that perceptual rhythms can become synchronized with world time structure. But the way in which energy is deployed across time zones and cognitive locales describes the interrelated phenomena of expectancy, attention, and learning. Distinctions between expectancy, perception, and memory are subtle, for all are tied to the same psychological mechanism-namely, nested rhythms.
The theory is not complete, and in some respects it is undoubtedly in error. Nevertheless, the approach outlined here does offer scope and parsimony, as the next section attempts to demonstrate.
AN EVALUATION OF RHYTHMIC THEORY
Rhythmic theory describes an interaction of world structure with living structure. Therefore, evidence for it comes both from research on psychological effects of varying world structure and from work that controls organismic structure.
World Pattern Slruclun
World pattern structure can be manipulated by changing temporal structure and/or the dimensional structure of auditory patterns, including speech and music. Depending upon a listener's training and set, these manipulations will have more or less extreme effects upon a listener's ability to serially integrate and remember a sequence.
Temporal Expectancies
Identification of novel tone patterns or familiar speech suffers if the time pattern is changed, because the time course extrapolated by a listener based on initial pattern fragments is not confirmed in the real message (e.g., Handel, 1 ( J73; Muggins, 1964) . However, pauses placed in such a way that temporal parameters for a given sequence do not require major revision should not disrupt pattern recognition according to rhythmic theory. For example, if the expansion ratio of an unsegmentcd pattern is C' ( ,,, then regular placements of p pauses, each of length a, will give a time expansion parameter for the segmented version, Ci,, equal to C', u , if p = CiJ' (where k < n, the number of pattern levels). Alge-braically, it is easy to show that at level n, Handel's data, reported earlier, which showed that the appropriate number and placement of pauses did not disrupt pattern performance, supports this prediction.
Because relative time depends upon relative accent, irregular accent placements must also degrade recognition of speech (Shields, McHugh, & Martin, 1974) and tone patterns (Sturges & Martin, 1974) . Shifts of distinctive accents associated with sound onsets change temporal structure in unexpected ways. This occurs in speech compression, where reduction of interword silences is more damaging than reduction of word duration (Aaronson, Mackowitz, & Shapiro, 1971) . Recognition of consonants suffers especially when interword silences are reduced, because their characteristic rhythmic structure involves periods of silence prior to onsets (Halle, Hughes, & Radley, 1957) .
These findings support the idea that temporal expectancies precede actual perception. The idea is formalized in priming, the process in which a listener casts a space-time course into the future and thus heightens a receptive region for forthcoming events. Specifically, the listener should "sense" a contour of upcoming sequences. Fromkin's work (1971) with anomalous utterances suggests this is the case with sentence intonation contours, and generally, "tip of the tongue" phenomena also evidence the effect. In the latter, listeners report a word's "shape" but cannot find the exact word, indicating the priming of a region. of relations (i.e., SLR) but the loss of an exact expectancy equation.
It is also apparent that temporal segmentation deals with fundamental questions about how listeners parcel their auditory world. In general, the theory predicts that if the time between every iih sound in a sequence is lengthened (e.g., 123 456 7 ...), (a) sounds within the ith and 2ilh event (e.g., 123) will be more likely to be treated as units, or chunked, and (b) sounds initiating each unit will seem more "distinct" (i.e., subjectively, the difference between 3 and 4 will seem greater than that between 2 and 3 in the foregoing example). In regard to the first result, lengthening time relative to a given A</;, M decreases pattern proportionality, making it more likely that adjacent events will fall into the chunking region (CR). The efficacy of temporal segmentation in establishing chunks is well known not only in memory for melody (e.g., Dowling, 1973b) but throughout the psychological literature (e.g., Bower & Winzenz, 1969) . The second result comes also from dependency of time, pitch, and louclness. Rhythms appropriate to longer periods are tuned to larger differences in pitch or loudness. Phenomenally, this sort of finding is often casually reported (e.g., Fraissc, 1956 ) but rarely seriously studied. These two predictions from the theory arc important and general, for they establish how and under what circumstances chunking can occur.
Auditory Sir earning and Figure-Ground Phenomena
Streaming occurs in both speech and musical patterns and is nicely accounted for by rhythmic theory. Nonetheless, interesting theoretical evaluations remain in the assessment of certain interactions of pitch with time structure.
However, analysis of pitch structure in tone patterns supports the general prediction that sequences stream whenever pitch differences at some level exceed an upper SIR boundary taken here as /£u,i = .06. In the Bregman and Campbell study (1971) , for example, three different high tones and three different low tones, each of 100-msec duration, were combined in two repeating patterns which yielded minimum ratios of pitch change to time change of k\_ = .16 and ki -.08. Since these values exceed .06, the theory predicts both patterns would stream. This, in fact, occurred. Listeners accurately reported serial orders of events associated either with an SIR for higher tones or with an SIR for lower tones, but they could not recover the entire sequence.
Streaming is less likely (Bregman & Dannenbring, 1973 ) if pitch and/or loudness changes are continuous, as shown in Figures 7b and 7d . Such dimensional glides prevent streaming (a) if they exhibit no discontinuities that violate proportionality and (b) if they increase the time separation between disparate sounds in a series. In speech, it is contours of different form ant transitions that prevent streaming. Nevertheless, if such speech sequences are speeded up, there is a point at which even syllables and connected vowels separate (e.g., Cole & Scott, 1974; Dorraan et al., 1975) .
Qualitative aspects of streaming, found in figure-ground reports, are al least as important as overall measures of serial-order confusions. The perception of contrasting melodies in music often results from such interleaving techniques (I)owling, 1973a). Less often acknowledged is the important role that figureground percepts play in speech perception. Because a broken series is restructured into two or more simultaneous sound seqtiences, streaming in speech can result in distinctive nominal configurations. Most important is the streaming of formant transitions, because resulting configurations are often perceived as consonants. Dorman et al. (1975) , for example, found that time shortening of the connected vowel sequence, /u, EC, i, o/, until it streamed, resulted in a percept often reported as the word radio. The shortened first-formant transition from u to ae, when broken, became a parallel configuration identified as the consonant r. This is consistent with rhythmic theory.
Speech Perception
A complete account of speech perception is impossible in this context. Nevertheless, rhythmic theory suggests that speech is only special by virtue of its intricate exploitation of multidimensional auditory relations for which, humans are generally equipped.
The approach is illustrated by considering stop-consonant representations and categorical perception. Consonants are multidimensional micropatterns that vary in the extent to which their formant transitions produce streaming. Stop consonants involve abrupt onsets. This, in addition to their rapidly changing seconrlformant transitions in many vowel contexts, suggests they are parallel configurations due to initial streaming. These configurations, along with time relations, correspond to different places of articulation for /b/, /d/, and /g/. The constancy of a stop-consonant percept in different contexts derives from the way different formant transitions stream and recombine to form common figure-ground relations. With /d/, for example, rapid changes in sccond-formant frequencies at low pitches, as in /du/, will stream to a greater extent than those of higher pitch, as in /cli/. What contributes to the identification of /d/ in both is that the resulting configurations, when taken together with other formant freqtiencies, will share similar resultant tones that collectively correspond to the percept of a particular noise burst. This analysis leads to the expectations that (a) shortened vowels with rapid onsets will be heard as consonants, which has been, shown to be the case (Crowder, 1973) , and (b) brief noise bursts at vowel onsets will trans-form the vowel into a consonant vowel percept with the particular consonant reported dependent upon the duration and pitch locus of the noise relative to vowel properties.
Rhythmic theory naturally leads to the conclusion that stop-consonant perception is based on nominal relations and so is categorical. However, categorical perception is not ascribed to a special motor-speech encoder, as some suggest (e.g., Liberman, et al., 1967) , but it is merely one instance of detection of nominal relations. Just as listeners can recognize different musical instruments by characteristic onset configurations (see Winckel, 1%7), so they can identify different consonants.
Memory
Rhythmic theory posits a range of memory spans. Retention is tied directly to the level of structural analysis, so that, the higher the structural level analyzed within a pattern, the longer it is retained. Thus, random sequences usually result in relatively brief memory spans, while memory for structured sequences is longer. A symptom of the lack of higher order subjective structure with random sequences is the presence of serial confusions, which Estes (1972) has shown precedes actual memory loss for the items themselves. The inherent dependency of time and physical structure in the present approach explains why apprehension span inevitably increases as a function of the degree of structure within a series.
Because discrete information-processing stages are replaced by graded rhythms tied to dimensional change, theories relying upon one or another memory stage yield data consistent with the current approach. Massaro's (1972) work with preperceptual auditory images is one example. Listeners were to identify the pitch (high, low) of one of two different tones in a paradigm where a to-berecognized tone of 20-msec duration (either 870 Hz or 770 Hz) was followed, at various intertone intervals, by a 500-msec masking tone (820 Hz)--In fact, the pitch relation between the two presented tones approximated a difference of one semitone, and rhythmic theory would predict that the two would be automatically integrated at time intervals less than 168 170 msec. Only when tone onsets are separated by times greater than 200 msec should they become distinct." As it turns out, Massaro concluded that a 250-msec time interval was necessary for a listener to "process" the first tone.
Another discrete memory stage involves auditory retention of serial events for several seconds while further encoding takes place (e.g., Crowder, 1972) . Evidence for such memory spans typically comes from studies involving strings of randomly ordered sounds in which each sound can be automatically analyzed as a pattern but the entire series cannot. In such cases, memory for individual sounds is given by the wave period appropriate to each sound, but as the sequence unfolds in time, rhythmic memories of earlier events are exceeded, leaving only immediate retention of most recent events (i.e. a recency effect). And if these events themselves are brief patterns, then isolated memories of them will be correspondingly short. Thus, a brief vowel, like a consonant, will have less chance of being retained from a random list than a longer vowel (Crowder, 1973; Pisoni, 1973) . Event memory is also a function of persistence of the wave period, &T n> at the event structure level. If attention is not shifted to a subsequent auditory event, memory will persist by virtue of increased wave amplitudes for a duration m&T n . However, if an event, such as a list suffix, follows another event quickly, then attentional energy is shifted to the new event and memory for the prior event is damped.
The present theory therefore handles a variety of phenomena that surround memory for individual and serialized sounds. But the theory also implicates another type of memory. This is the memory for how to analyze world patterns, namely, memory for certain modes of analysis and recollection. This sort of memory is more fundamental than memory for things presented. Memory for how to recall probably involves rhythmic action schemes that retain modifications of the expectancy c Reference to Figure 5 , for a serial integration task, shows that Massaro's stimuli represent one musical jiul, the limiting difference in the SIR. To distinguish, rather than combine, this difference, a time interval appropriate to integrating a single jml must transpirenamely, 200 msec. Larger pitch differences, however, require less time to discriminate because they fall within the I'RR. paths associated with various cognitive locales. These action schemes arise from the learning process corresponding to modifications of expectancy and so result from perceptual learning.
Perceptual Learning
Perceptual learning consists of adjusting expectancy equations to correctly anticipate dimensional change at various temporal levels. For relatively large time zones, this may involve acquisition of new dimensions, but for small time zones, the atfentional level of adults must be focused onto line details often overlooked.
Learning to adjust to fine serial relations occurs when adults must resolve order within very brief tone patterns (e.g., Divenyi & Hirsh, 1975) or in unfamiliar sequences of noises (e.g., Broadbent & Ladefoged, 1959; Warren, 1974) . Sequences of noises, especially, combine sounds in unfamiliar ways that can result in large differences in, one or more dimensions (i.e., pitch dimensions and loudncss). Listeners usually report that rapid noise sequences seem disordered initially, but often, with training, they can identify different orders of the same sounds. Improvement may come with the listener focusing upon the time zones and cognitive locale of those dimensional changes that arc serially integrablc. In other cases, however, because different parts of the sequence stream regardless of the dimension, listeners learn to identify different sound orders by attending to distinctive features of the overall configuration that have to do with the serial location and extent of streaming. In both cases, memory for these small differences is brief and will be lost unless the listener learns to integrate micropattern structure into a larger unit that involves, perhaps, semantic relationships. Thus, learning occurs in both micro and macro time zones.
Summary
Although in this section, rhythmic theory has addressed perception and retention of different auditory patterns, its generality extends beyond these topics. The attention model provides some basis for understanding how world structure can induce various arousal states including sleep, hypnosis, and meditation. Furthermore, the general theory has implications for paradigms not specifically considered, such as those of dichotic listening studies and same-different recognition tasks. This breadth of scopestems largely from the theory's incorporation of a previously neglected aspect of world structure-namely, time. One tangible derivative of this generality is the greater commonality shown to exist between speech and musical patterns. In fact, this commonality pinpoints a major difference between this theory and that of motor-speech theorists who maintain that auditory speech patterns cannot be profitably analyzed in terms of an alphabet. An alphabetic analysis underlies speech patterns in this approach, and the alphabet involved is closely related to musical pitch scales.
Organismic Structure
Rhythmic theory easily integrates many organismically determined phenomena that have not always been within the mainstream of psychology. In this section, a general approach to growth, lime estimation, and illness is sketched.
Growth
Two related developments occur with age: (a) Atfentional energies are centered on very small time zones earl)' in life and come, with age, to center more upon uncertainties associated with larger rhythmic periods; and (b) cognitive dimensions along which changing relations can. be detected become more complex, idiosyncratic, and psychophysically remote from physical dimensions.
The infant's centering of attention levels within small time periods has several implications: (a) Infants require much attcntional energy because incrementing amplitudes of high-frequency perceptual rhythms consumes much effort; (b) consumption of large amounts of energy must be compensated for by relatively long periods of low attentional energy consumption-namely, sleep; (c) infants arc more likely to attend to the line detail of micropatterns than to the larger thematic structure of macropatterns; and (d) to the extent that a child is centered upon small time zones, his memory spans will be proportionately short (and his impatience with the slower pace of the adult's world correspondingly great!).
The early months and years of a, child's life arc critical in establishing cognitive dimensionality. The speed and structure of music and speech are well suited to the perceptual learning capacity of children, who in early years are similarly fast-paced. The infant's learning of fine details of world patterns means that expectancies developed at these times relate to changing formant frequencies in speech and even harmonics in music. And so it is not surprising that 4-week old infants can categorically discriminate the micropatterns /ba/ and /pa/ (Eimas, Siqueland, (usczyk, & Vigorito, 1971) . Expectancies developed by early perceptual learning result in action schemes prerequisite to later motor activities in speech, and music.
Finally, at the end of the growth cycle, old age brings declining attention to detail and the centering of all entional energies on higher levels of structure and larger rhythmic periods. Learning in old age is of different and greater scope than, infant learning. And from the perspective created by this shift in attentional level, the environmental pace of middle-aged adults seems rapid indeed.
Time Kslimalion
Time estimation, can only be evaluated in terms of the interaction of a listener's attentional level with the multidimensional structure of patterns used to present, time intervals. The purpose of this section is neither to detail complexities of this interaction nor to review the ample and conflicting literature on time estimation (sec, for example, Fraisse, 1963; Frankenhaeuser, 1959; Omstcin, 1969; Woodrow, 1951) . Rather, it can be simply demonstrated that rhythmic theory suggests systematic ways in. which a listener's evaluation, of the rate of moving world patterns should change in various circumstances. If we assume that people refer the rate of experienced world patterns to a standard time interval given by their current modal level of attention,, then shifts in attentional level will be accompanied by changes in. time estimation. .Drugs that can, shift attentional levels fall into two categories: tranquilizers and stimulants.
Tranquilizers. Tranquilizing drugs (e.g., chlorpromazinc) lower arousal and result, in. subjective reports that world patterns are speeded up (Fischer, 1966; Ornslein, 1969) . With decreased arousal, attenlional level is centered upon rhythms of relatively longer time zones, and so familiar world patterns seem faster than, normal, relative to the shifted standard time interval.
Stimulants. Marijuana, psilocybin, and LSD, in varying degrees, heighten arousal (Barron, Jarvik, & Bunnell, 1972; Fischer, 1966; Grinspoon, 1972) and induce reports that familiar patterns of speech and music unfold more slowly than, usual (Ornstein, 1969; Frankenhaeuser, 1959) . Furthermore, all enhance perception of detail (.Barron et al., 1972; Grinspoon, 1972) . In terms of rhythmic theory, these drugs shift attentional levels to smaller time zones appropriate to micropatterns. Here, memory spans will be proportionally shorter and time will seem to pass more slowly. In. a real sense, these drugs return individuals to childlike states, while tranqtiilizcrs mimic attentional levels of old age.
Illness
Certain types of illness exhibit symptoms that are explicable within the rhythmic framework. Two such types of illness are aphasia and. schizophrenia.
Aphasia is a general language deficit occurring in various forms (|enkins, (imenezPabon, Shaw, & Sefer, 1975) . A common form involves the inability to comprehend speech. .In some cases, listeners exhibit reduced auditory memory spans and temporal-order confusions of speech sounds. Typically, these aphasiacs can understand slowed speech with heightened intonations. In other cases, listeners hear ordinary speech correctly but cannot comprehend its meaning. Such symptoms suggest that aphasia deficits relate to selective losses of rhythms appropriate to different levels of auditory structure. Indeed, rhythmic theory predicts that changes in rate and relative intensity of speech should facilitate speech perception when performance decrements come from loss of smaller rhythms that order speech sounds.
On the other hand, in. many schizoid conditions, there is evidence of unusual and persistent arousal (Barron et al., 1972) , suggesting that this disorder steins from an attentional centering upon, smaller time zones, as in hal-lucinogenic drug states. That schizophrenics reveal similar distortions in time estimation (Frankenhaeuser, 1959) supports this idea.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Ideas proposed here raise the possibility of integrating diverse topics, some outside the purview of traditional experimental psychology, within a common framework. Not only does rhythmic theory offer such a framework, but it reinforces a historic link between psychology and biology that was weakened under the mechanism of computer-simulation, approaches.
The basic assumptions upon which rhythmic theory rests are so very simple that it is reasonable to ask why psychology has been so long in embracing the idea of time as a part of our definition of stimulus structure. Historically, psychology, philosophy, physics, and biology were intertwined, so that a thinker such as Mach could propose both a physics of space and time and imagine the perception of these dimensions as well. But despite Mach's influence upon Einstein, with the birth, of relativity theory in this century, thinkers in these several disciplines have gone their separate ways. And with this estrangement, both psychology and biology lost the dimension of time as a proper dimension of environmental structure. Time became the province of physicists who advised that relative time held no implications for understanding our everyday world because the velocities we encounter arc so slow. And they arc surely right that psychologists should not concern themselves with time dilations found with high-speed particles. But this is not the point. The point is that world structure is most validly represented in terms of all its related dimensions. It is misleading for psychologists to continue treating time in Newtonian terms as if it were some absolute abstraction that we perceive apart from other dimensions, or as a "thing" that is stored or consumed by activity. It is none of these. Time is one of the defining properties of our world and so of ourselves.
